BUYER SITE TOUR
Portland: Craft, Culture and Cruise
The Go West Summit Destination Day lets you experience this everevolving city with tastes of Portland’s maker scene, a deep dive into local
cultural icons and sightseeing from the waters of the Willamette River,
which has shaped this place since its beginning.
Dig into third wave coffee and unexpected doughnuts, all by Portland
makers who aim to create the best of each in the city. Then visit Portland
Japanese Garden, said to be the most authentic of its kind outside
of Japan. The garden (which was expanded in 2017 with designs by
renowned Japanese architect Kengo Kuma) was born from a belief in the
power of cultural exchange and a belief in the excellence of craft.
Hop aboard the Portland Spirit cruise, where unparalleled views from
the Willamette River of the city and its famous bridges are paired with
fresh Pacific Northwest cuisine. Finally, experience authentic Portland at
Powell’s City of Books, the largest independent new and used bookstore
in the world. Taking up an entire city block of the Pearl District, Powell’s
is one of Portland’s most beloved and important cultural icons and is an
essential stop on any savvy visitor’s to-do list.

Note: Buyers who are registered for the Portland Site Tour will use their
complimentary MAX and streetcar pass for transport to the DoubleTree
Hotel by Hilton. All attendees should plan to arrive by 8:00am for
coffee and donuts before the tour departs. The Portland Site Tour
ends at Powell’s City of Books at 2:30pm. At this time, transportation
will be provided back to the DoubleTree Hotel only. Due to Portland’s
abundance of hotel product, Travel Portland is unable to fairly select
hotels to showcase. We encourage you to spend the remainder of the
afternoon visiting hotel properties you are interested in. Walk or use your
complimentary MAX and streetcar pass to visit these hotels.

